Supercorn
ACT 1:
Downtown Broccolopolis: the fruit and veg citizens go about their happy lives - including teenage Cami Corn, striding
down the street – effortlessly cool. A radish passes by and <fist-bumps> Cami. She stops by a pram and sings to a
crying baby pea, soothing it at once - then <moonwalks> onto a traffic-crossing to halt a bus full of kindergarten
carrots as a geriatric Cauliflower crosses the road. A kid mushroom watches, in total awe: “You’re so cool, lady!”
Suddenly a vast shadow looms over the fruit-crate skyscrapers. A huge TIN CAN appears like a budget UFO with an
evil grin. “Tis I, Tin Can Man! Now gimme all your fruit for my mighty fruit salad. MwahahaHAAA”
Citizens flee in terror “He’s so manufactured!” “So mass-market!” “so… metal!” Cami narrow her eyes: “And so cliched
he’s got me all hot and bothered!”
Cami starts heating up – her yellow skin turning red and her body starting to bubble “Oh no. Not again. Please, not right
now.” She spies an alley-way and runs off to hide. We stay on the alley, Cami out of view, then -- <POP!>
ACT 2:
Cami emerges to a <FANFARE> as… a fluffy lump of popcorn, with a smoke-smudge across her eyes like Zorro’s mask.
She strikes a pose and sees her foe ahead: “Tin Can Man, here comes Supercorn!” She soars into the air as citizens
marvel at the flying lump: “Is it a bird?” “Is it a plane? “Wait, I see a teddy bear.” “No, it’s a whale… with a hat!”
Meanwhile, Tin Can Man is greedily stuffing himself with fruit, spilling more to the floor below. Supercorn races over to
where they will land: “Okay, something to catch them. I can do this!” She <POPS!> herself into a new shape – a
trampoline. “Oh great.”
The tumbling fruit <BOUNCE> onto Supercorn – and straight back up into Tin Can Man: “Mmmm, thanks Supercorn -<BURP!>”
“You’re so lame, Superlady!” heckles the kid mushroom. Supercorn flushes red hot with embarrassment. “Oh no. Why
am I such a superklutz?”
ACT 3:
But the cool inner voice of Cami pipes up: “Keep calm, girl. Sounds corny, but you can turn your clumsy powers to good
– just focus.” Supercorn takes a deep breath and <POP!> catapults herself through the air, straight towards Tin Can
Man.
Mid-air, Supercorn keeps cool, shrinks back into Cami Corn – then lands inside Tin Can Man: “Stand back citizens, this
could get sticky…”<POP!> Cami explodes like an airbag, freeing the fruit and blasting Tin Can Man into metal confetti,
which falls to the street like a tickertape parade. The citizens <CHEER!> as Cami picks herself up from a puddle of
gloopy syrup and the kid mushroom runs over: “Lady? That was EPIC! You’re my hero!”
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